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INTRODUCTION

Over the past 20 years, there have been considerable changes in the
properties of structural steel due to a greater source diversity and an
improvement in technology. Also, methods to obtain overstrength factors for
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steel structures have not considered geometric variation of the section
shape and result in a very low probability of yield. This poster describes
research to develop rational overstrength factors, OSF, for seismic design.
This is carried out by:
• obtaining information about the actual material and section properties of
common structural steel members used in New Zealand.
• developing a methodology to relate the probability of a secondary member
yielding for various applied overstrength factors.
• applying this methodology to beam/column seismic moment resisting joints
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above the 45o “failure” line.
Pf is obtained for different
overstrength factors using
the Monte-Carlo method. A
number of verifications
were carried out to ensure
that the results were
reasonable.
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• modifying this methodology to relate the probability of secondary member
yielding for various applied overstrength factors for a moment redistribution
systems and for braces.
• recommending overstrength factors for seismic design.

What are Overstrength Factors?
Overstrength factors, OSF, are necessary to realize the capacity design
approach in which a strength hierarchy is established within a structure so
that some ductile “primary” elements are permitted to yield, but other

Moment Resisting Beam/Column System
Beam strength for this analysis
was computed from the average of
the ultimate and yield stresses
[Knott 2008]. The column strength
was obtained using the yield stress
only. Both uses the plastic section
modulus.
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“protected” elements are discouraged from yielding. These protected
elements are generally designed for the maximum (or overstrength) force
capacity which can be generated by the primary elements. Overstrength
factors are multiplied by the specified or nominal primary element strength
as part of determining the required strength of the protected elements. If
the overstrength value is too high, uneconomic structures will result, if it
too low, an undesirable mechanism may result.

The NZ steel structure design standard (NZS3404), uses both a material
overstrength factor (φom) and a strain hardening overstrength factor (φoms).

Moment Redistribution and Connection Analysis  
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to an applied overstrength of 1.39)
for a category 1 member is
equivalent to a probability of
“failure” of 0.0333.

When subject to monotonic loading, the
design moment at the connection is

0.0333

NZS3404 uses a φom value of 1.2 (equal to applied overstrength of 1.33) for
a category 1 member. This is equivalent to a negligible probability of “failure”.

These are applied to the nominal, rather than design, strength. reduced due to redistribution. For the
redistribution connection analysis, it is
assumed that only small inelastic
rotations occur without strain hardening.
Therefore the yield stress was used to
determine all members strengths and φom
is used.

GATHERING INFORMATION
This is the most difficult phase of the work as different companies collect
different information and store it different ways and have different storage
methods. A number of mills record and use “upper yield strength”, while other
mills record and use “upper yield strength”. Mills have different, and changing
properties for a particular grade. Only a portion of the total information
obtained could be used as a result of formatting and time issues Also

Negligible

METHODOLOGY

CONCLUSIONS

A simple rational methodology was developed to determine the
probability of yielding in a member protected using capacity design with

Additional φo - Pf relationships can be, and have been, made for connections
based on the primary member strength alone.

Distributions of strength (in bending or axial force) were obtained from the
material and dimensional information. For a particular realistic combination
of “primary” and “protected” members, the mean of the nominal ductile
member capacity distribution was scaled using a base scale factor, BSF, to
the mean of the nominal protected element capacity, so that an apples-to-

obtained could be used as a result of formatting and time issues. Also,
information from a number of non-Australasian sources was difficult to get.
Parameters used in this poster are for sections built-up from steel plates only.

different overstrength factors. It uses the actual member material
strength and section dimension distributions. It was applied to built-up
sections only in this study.

For frame subassemblies subject to major earthquake demands, such as
some beam-column connections, the current code overstrength factor
corresponds to a probability of 3.33% of the column yielding.

For frame subassemblies subject to redistribution, the current code
overstrength factor corresponds to a negligible probability of column
yielding.

apples comparison could be made as shown below. Values below the code
allowable value are not considered as shown by the cut-offs.

The likely strength capacity
distribution of the ductile
element is then compared with
the distribution of the protected
element multiplied by the
overstrength factor to obtain a
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yielding.
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joint probability distribution as
shown in the figure.
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Further work is required to develop similar approaches for assessment of
overstrength for rolled sections, and to develop a reasonable, and uniform
probability of the protected member yielding for all cases.


